Eugene Onegin: From Novel in Verse to Opera
Thursday, October 4, 2018
1-5pm
Vic Chapel, University of Toronto

1-2pm: Eugene Onegin: Pushkin's novel in verse
Presentations by Professors Taras Koznarsky, Kate Holland and Tatiana Smoliarova, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Toronto
Moderator: Professor Christina E. Kramer, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Toronto

2:15-3:15: Eugene Onegin: Tchaikovsky’s opera
Presentations by Professor Michael Albano, Faculty of Music, University of Toronto, Wayne Gooding and Stephen Bonfield, Canadian Opera Company
Moderator: Professor Linda Hutcheon, University Professor Emeritus of English and Comparative Literature, University of Toronto

3:15 Break - coffee, tea, etc.

3:30 Keynote address
Professor Boris Gasparov, Keynote lecture by Boris Gasparov, Boris Bakhmeteff Professor Emeritus of Russian and East European Studies, Columbia University

“Eugene Onegin’s return: 1820s-1870s.”